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Confirmation and Clearing toolkit

Whether it’s a case of waiting for exam results to confirm a place, or
understanding exactly what happens during Confirmation and Clearing,
your son or daughter needs to take control of the options and decisions
they will be faced with this summer.

UCAS’ advice is to keep on top of the process and do some upfront research. Updating contact details in
Track, understanding the exact conditions of an offer and being available to make important decisions
when exam results are published all make for the wisest use of time.

It’s essential that you and your son or daughter fully understand how they will receive their results.
Remember, exam results are not shown in Track; it will only show whether or not an application has been
successful. They should also check if the results of their qualifications are automatically sent to UCAS and
on to universities - some results need to be forwarded onto the university or college holding a place for
them, by the applicant themselves.

Throughout August UCAS will be hosting online web chats, posting important reminders on Twitter
(www.twitter.com/ucas_online) and answering questions on Facebook
(www.facebook.com/ucasonline). These resources are staffed by experienced UCAS advisers and
provide answers to the most common questions. Of course, for pore specific queries, the UCAS Customer
Contact Centre still offers one-to-one advice.

Track will update your son or daughter with the status of their application. It should be the first place they
look. Once they have their results, Track will update to reflect the appropriate university decisions. If Track
shows a place is confirmed, it is not necessary to call the UCAS Customer Contact Centre to confirm this.
A letter will be sent to confirm their place and your son or daughter will be due to start at their chosen
university or college in the autumn.

If your son or daughter’s exam results turn out to be better than expected and not only meet but exceed
the conditions of their firm offer, they have the option to use Adjustment – a scheme that allows them to
register and apply for other courses in a five-day window whilst holding on to a confirmed place. Visit
www.ucas.com/students/nextsteps/adjustment for more information.

Clearing will be an option for some. Even though an applicant can’t approach a university for a Clearing
place until they have their results and they have been made unsuccessful by the universities they applied
to, it’s worth doing some research now to consider the types of courses that could be an option. This
could save time should they need to use Clearing in the future.

Because applicants deal directly with university admissions staff in Clearing, UCAS advises that they
should treat the process as a mini interview. Nothing can be gained from a speculative phone call with
little or no understanding of the course or university, particularly during Clearing – it is still a competitive
process and should be viewed as such.

There is a lot of information on www.ucas.com about every aspect of Confirmation and Clearing.
Doing that all-important preparation could make that well-considered decision the right one.
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